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Forgotten realms pantheon table

I think we've all rolled a cleric at another time or time and just chose a God who matches the scope you want, there's no shame in it. But the D&amp;D gods have a lot of history, iconography, and lusciously crafted flavors that you can sculpt all your character around. D&amp;D gods come in all shapes, sizes, and moods, making off a history dating all the way to the beginning of D&amp;D. Forget the
pantheon territory with homebrew pantheon outbreaks and all the numerous universes you may end up, this dnd gods list is by no means comprehensive. Instead the following list of dnd gods contains all the gods of the forgotten realm, or at least the gods of the current forgotten realm, from the pantheon of the version to the redirected version. We also have including a little cliff note section, just give you a
better overview of what each deity is all about. Forget the pantheon realm of Deity Par suggested the amplitude of the cliff symbol Auril Notes, the winter goddess NE Nature, tempest six-point snowflake many of the human sacrifices on the icy altar, for evil and ice-themed characters only. Azuth, the wizards god of LN Arcana, marked the knowledge of the left hand pointing upwards at the stereotypical old
fire of the high witch beard to God, for characters who love them some witchcraft. Bane, God of Tyranny LE Order, War Upright black right hand, with thumb and fingers together Lord of being generically evil, think black knights and big evil churches. Beshaba, ce's miserable goddess black horn tricks think Jinx from top teen titan to God, loves bad luck and killers. Bhaal, God of Murder NE Death Skull
surrounded by a ring of blood droplets Blood for the blood god, murder for the murder god. Behal just likes to pull a little Chauntea, the agricultural goddess NG Life Sheaf Seeds or rose blossoms over Cornucopias seeds and harvests well, she is the obvious choice for former farmer characters. Cyric, God of Lies CE Trickery White jawless skull on black or purple sunburst Mad god that successfully pissed
off literally everybody, pick at your own risk, nobody is going to like you. Deneir, God of Writing NG Knowledge Lit candle above an open eye Nerdier and weaker brother of Oghma, good for the nerdy underdog characters. Eldath, the peace goddess of NG Life, falls nature's plunge into the still pacifist pool of the goddess Of Healing Lake, a good choice for healers and druids. Gond, God of Craft N Forge,
Knowledge Toothed cog with four spokes If your character's whole deal is making stuff, then Gond is a good bet. Helm, God of Protection LN Life, Light, Protection Light Staring eye on upright left gauntlet Knight god who defends the weak, especially children. Ilmater, God of Endurance LG Life, Protection Hands bound at the wrist with red cord Martyr god who's all about persevering for a better future, good
for particularly selfless paladins. Kelemvor, God of the Dead LN Grave, Death Upright skeletal arm holding balanced scales Somber but not evil, dutiful guard of the And against the barricade spirits Lathander, God of Birth and Renewal NG Life, Light Road traveling into a sunrise The morninglord, pure chad energy, kind of vain but great for paladins and artists. Lyra, the illusion goddess of cn tricky point-
down triangles containing spins from mist she loves mists, masks and lies, is not a bad option for sneaky characters. Lliira, Goddess of Joy CG Life Triangle of three six-pointed stars Imagine if a manic pixie dream girl became a goddess. Bard's choice is fun. Loviatar, le pain goddess death nine prickly pest tails are quite literally dominatrix goddesses, incredibly tied. Malar, the hunting god CE nature claw
claw of one of the more tolerable evil gods, is a good choice for evil dervides. Mask, the god of thieves CN tricky black mask if his rogue edgelord becomes a God he'd become a mask, and he's really still a good choice for rogue edgelord. Mielikki, the forest goddess NG Nature Unicorn Head think Artemis or any other goddess hunter and you're right in the money, good for rangers. Milil, God of Poetry and
Song NG Light Five-stringed harp made of leaves The bard god of bards for bardic reasons who loves bards. Myrkul, God of Death NE Death White human skull Death god in decidedly evil spooky skeleton flavor. Mystra, Goddess of Magic NG Arcana, Knowledge Circle of seven stars, or nine stars encircling a flowing red mist, or a single star Magical lady devoted to keeping magic from getting out of hand
and blowing everybody up. Oghma, God of Knowledge N Knowledge Blank scroll God for bards who are about spreading stories and information than mischief. Savras, the diving god and destiny of LN crystal ball knowledge contains many types of God's magic eyes who love crystal balls and scrying, occult's great mystery vibe. Selûne, Goddess of the Moon CG Knowledge, Life Pair of eyes surrounded by
seven stars Goddess whose moods change with the phases of the moon, particularly honored by sailors. Flux, the goddess of darkness and the loss of NE death, is a tricky black disc surrounded by a shady edgy, knife lady who loves darkness, great for a character who hates good gods. Silvanos, wild nature god n nature leaves my oak silvano and I speak for trees! A unique choice for druids and tree
enthusiasts. Sune, the goddess of love and beauty CG Life, is the light face of a beautiful woman with red-haired character pride, good for characters who want to embody the energy of thot. Talona, the goddess of disease and CE poison die three tears on the triangle loves making people sick and dying, only right for characters who want to spread some plague. Talos, God of Storms CE Tempest Three
lightning bolts radiating from a central point Talos is basically a eviler Thor who loves wrecking up the place with storms. Temps, god of war n right war flaming sword fighting to fight God, Tempus just loves fighting without any rhyme or reason. Torm, God of Courage and Self-sacrifice LG Protection, War White right gauntlet Basically, the god of If you want a stereotypical paladin, this is your God. Tymora,
the goddess of good fortune CG tricky faces up coins to literally give the lady luck that benefits bold and risk-taker. Tyree, the god of justice LG's order, protection, balanced scale war rests on god's literal Viking warhammer of very legal good, only for those characters committed to true legal good. Umberlee, the sea goddess CE Tempest wave curled left and right called The Bitch Queen for a reason, the
spiteful sea wizard suitable for both evil characters and the sea themed. Waukeen, Goddess of Trade N Knowledge, Trickery Upright coin with Waukeen's profile facing left The golden lady, an embodiment of laissez faire trade and a favorite of smugglers. In addition to the original pantheon, there are numerous gods who act as patron gods for certain races, or act as their ingenuity or their guardians. It is
not impossible to worship these gods as members of a different race, but most of their worshippers belong to the race they claim to support. You may need to build a significant afterthoughce to explain why your character has such a religious affiliation. Racially patron of the parity gods suggested the domain symbol of the cliff notes of Bahamut, the dragon god of the good life of LG, the protection, the
dragon head of war in God's profile of all the good dragons and many people who think the dragon is cool. Blibdoolpoolp, Kuo-toa Goddess NE Death Crab Head or Pearl Black Big Lady with Lobster Head, created by the literal crazy power kuo-toa. Corellon Larethian, Elf Deity of Art and Magic CG Arcana, Light Quarter moon or starburst Creator of all elves, practically a Mary Sue of good elf qualities.
Deep Sachla, God A Nature CG Sea, Tempest Dolphin Maker Sea Elves and everything beautiful underwater. Eadro, Merfolk Deity of the Sea N Nature, Tempest Spiral design Maker of the merfolk and the locathah and pretty much only concerned with keeping them safe. Garl Glittergold, Gnome God of Trickery and Wiles LG Trickery Gold nugget Gnome prankster god, but genuinely funny and not mean
spirited. Grolantor, Hill Giant God of War CE Wooden Club War if you are attacked by giants, Grolantor is often why, he is painfully dumb and hates non-giants. Gruumsh, Orc God of Storms and War CE Tempest, War Unblinking eye Orcish motivation for a lot of orc ways, especially hating elves. Hruggek, Bugbear God of Violence CE War Morningstar Extremely simple god of bugbears, he likes combat
and he likes his bugbears. Kurtulmak, Kobold God of War and Mining LE War Gnome skull Creator of the kobolds and hater of gnomes. Laogzed, Troglodyte God of Hunger CE Death Image of the lizard/toad god Just a big hungry rotting lizard, his only literal motivation is hunger. Lolth, Drow Goddess of Spiders CE Trickery Spider The spider queen has a ton of history in D&amp;D and even more spiders,
sacrifices, and slaves. Maglubiyet, Goblinoid God of War LE Order, Bloody War Axe Crushing, Maglubiyet Crush the head for dedication and little else. Moradin, Dwarf God of Creation LG Forge, Knowledge Hammer and anvil Creator of the dwarves, everything you know about dwarves is true for Moradin ten times over. Rillifane Rallathil , Wood Elf God of Nature CG Nature Oak Basically, the world tree
smashed together with that magic tree from Avatar. Sehanine Moonbow, Elf Goddess of the Moon CG Knowledge Crescent moon Like the other moon goddess but far less interesting and with more elf imagery. Sekolah, God's sahuagin of le nature hunting, the shark tempest basically, just a giant magical shark, loves seeing the blood desire in his tiny sahuagin mignon though. Semuanya, Lizardfolk Deity
of Survival N Life Egg Big lizardman who's almost stupidly neutral, he only mildly prefers that the lizardmen live than die. Skerrit, Centaur and Satir God of Nature N are the growing oak natures of the great centaur oak which are all about keeping the balance and preserving nature's communities safe. Skoraeus Stonebones, God of Stone Giants and Art N Knowledge Stalactite Great big stone giant who
believes that all stone belongs to the giants, which naturally causes some conflicts. Surtur, the giant god of fire and Kraft LE Knowledge, battles a flaming giant old fire giant sword that loves fire purification and wants to arm its people to fight at the end of the world. Thrym, God of Frost Giants and Strength CE War White double-bladed axe Big aloof ice giant who only respects strength and doesn't give a
damn. Tiamat, the dragon goddess of evil LE tricky Dragon Head with five claw marks almost the most iconic god D&amp;D, this 5-head dragon is worshipped by evil dragons and people who think evil dragons are cool. Yondalla, Halfling Goddess of Fertility and Protection LG Life, Protection Shield Creator of the halflings and is super protect of them, feels responsible for them. 5e Gods Q&amp;A
(frequently asked questions) How do I kill a God in D&amp;D? The short answer is that you can't unless it's a story plot. Previous versions of D&amp;D have given the actual state blocks and the ability to deities, but at least now they are still in a shapeless weight class simply labeled stronger than you. The gods in 5e are not uns killable, but throughout many lords Lauer is normally killed only by other gods
or sometimes lords of Satan. There is no kind of magic bullet founded in Lauer or, the gods died through regular old struggle, though on a mystical scale. If your adventure seems to lead to a fight with an idol, expect to be there to have some aggravating circumstances or McGuffin from Murder Idol, because otherwise any idol should be able to wipe the floor with even level 20 adventurers. How many gods
are in D-Day? That's a big question, but let's downse it down a bit by assuming version 5 of D&amp;D, counting real-world pantheons like pantheon noes and Greeks, and assuming the setting of forgotten territory. There's a bit of debate about whether a few should As gods or not, but with my number there are now 61 gods in D&amp;D. How do I make God in D&amp;D? It's surprisingly easy to do in
version 5 of D&amp;D, as there's much to do mechanically. First of all, don't worry about making statistics for your God. The gods are in an ethereal category of very powerful and should never expect to have it with a Duke God. The first thing you have to do is find out that Lorath will have very little of that mechanical meaning, so just work on how they interact with your world. What does this mad man care
about? Do they care about their followers, or are there soldiers that need to be used? How do their followers accept or interpret their teachings? What are their places of worship like? Do they magnifies god's golden declare of glory or are simple signs and shrines on the side of the road? The gods are often closely tied to tuning world-building and while I can go for volumes about building the universe, just
try to figure out the role of this god in his world. Now that you have Lauer, there are only a few little details you need to nail down for your players to work with: name, alignment, slopes, and symbolism. Your name should already have, but if you list it for your players, you want your full title. Alignment is thematically important so that your players can quickly get an idea of your stance. It's not nearly as
important as it was in previous versions, but it's still sure to include alignment for your equality. Slopes are probably the most important mechanical part. These spheres will determine many of the powers and abilities of the clergy who follow your new era. Many deities only have one domain, but 2 or even 3 domains are acceptable if their deity really sits between multiple domains. Finally, each deity should
have a symbol, this can be anything really, but easier to remember. A flaming green eye for example is easier to work with and remember more than 9 emerald eyes surrounded by rainbow flames with ledger double-head jumps. You can also use your God's symbol to have a certain type of weapon, which adds flavors for clergy and paladins to use your god's favorite weapon. Once you put all that together,
you should be ready to introduce your new adhyth to your players for your next campaign! --- enjoy this guide? You might as well like: Thinking about other classes? Check out our giant list of D&amp;D 5e tools and tips here. Hungry for adventure? Will your group love this D&amp;D game snack night recipes requiring a new dice? Check out our dungeons and dice dragons here. New to find a D&amp;D
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